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DESCRIPTION
Franke back to wall mounted combination stainless steel 
WC & basins are built for installation in high security areas 
such as police, prison and high court cells. Supplied as 
standard with LH toilet roll holder but can be supplied on 
special indent with RH toilet roll holder or without holder. 
Fabricated in 1.2 and 1.6mm Type 304 stainless steel with 
a satin finish, the combis are supplied standard without 
seats but can be fitted with seat pads, specify as required. 
All Franke WC’s are designed to flush with 6L of water. 
They are ideal partners for a Zurn Model ZH6152XL 
flushing valve, Delabie high security water controls or a 
Warden high security electronic plumbing control - refer  
separate literature.

The Franke stainless steel combi units are designed for 
bolting through a wall that is structurally sound where 
flushing equipment is either installed in wall or in a duct 
behind the wall. Alternatively they can be installed using a 
175mm extension box which allows for surface mounting 
of all valves - ideal for retrofit applications. The extension 
box is dynabolted to the wall, all valving installed and then 

the combi is bolted to the extension box. Access panels 
allow waste connection and servicing if necessary. This 
also allows for S trap installations if preferred. Either the 
straight or angled combi can be fitted to the extension box

They are supplied pre-punched ready for through wall 
bubbler (specify wall thickness).

MODELS 
FRCM1 - Straight combi 
FRCM1-L -  Straight combi with left hand toilet roll holder
FRCM1-R - Straight combi with right hand toilet roll holder
FRCM1-A - Straight combi with no toilet roll holder

FRCM2(L/R) -  Angled combi (specify LH or RH as you 
look at it from the front)

FRCM/EXT - 175mm extension box
FRSP - Grey plastic seat pads

Warning: Do not use dimensions for set out purposes 
Refer to supplier for accurate dimensions.
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